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Pup and at ‘em
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Follow your nose to GROUND and pick up
a coffee to enjoy with your fur baby in the
outdoor seating area.

Bone-appetite!
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Spoil your pup

At DOG RIVER PET SUPPLY, you will find Hood
River’s most extensive collection of treats, food,
and pet nutrition. Your pup will feel absolutely
spoiled after one visit.

“10 SPEED COFFEE is a canine-friendly spot to
relax, have a cup of great coffee
and grab a cookie or some yummy
food with my human.”
- Jimmy

If you’re looking for a great place to find a huge
selection of bottled adult beverages, look no
further than VOLCANIC BOTTLE SHOPPE. Plenty
of space for your pupper to join you.
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One of the places that makes Hood River an
ultimate pet friendly destination is MOMMA
MONZIE’S BARKERY. This is a drive-through dog
treat bakery! Can you believe it? Momma Monzie
herself lets your pup do a taste test before they
select their favorite. All treats are made with
love in the barkery so you know it’s the best.
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Hood River Hotel

Treat rover-dose

Hair of the dog
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Smoking bud
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A cider for your terrier
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Pup-peroni
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“There’s nothing like visiting the SANDBAR CAFÉ
after a good swim. In exchange for treats and
water I rid their floors of those
pesky dropped food scaps.”
- Olive
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The only brewery in Hood River with a pet
friendly patio is DOUBLE MOUNTAIN. The
pizza is a local fave and so are the beers. Grab
a spot quick because it’s mighty popular!

Authentic mexican food off the beaten path,
The HOOD RIVER TAQUERIA has a huge patio
where you can enjoy a tasty lunch / dinner with
plenty of room for you and your doggos.
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Bark and brew

Drool worthy
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Wags for wines

Their friendliness and prices know no bounds
at TROPICANNABIS. Get some bud, make a
friend, bring your pup. Pro tip: stop by next
door for some ice cream and don’t forget to
share with your 4-legged pal.
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The most far-out finds in art, books, and
gifts live at ARTIFACTS. Give yourself
enough time to peruse the extensive
selection of oddities.
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Bark side of the moon

Escape the hustle and bustle of downtown
and walk your dog down for a meal at CRUSH
CIDER CAFÉ. Enjoy the biggest selection of
ciders on tap in town and mexican inspired
dishes.
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Don’t feel rushed when picking out the
perfect bud. Bring your doggo inside and
let them be a part of the selecting journey
at FRONTIER FARMS.

You’ll find gourmet pizza, seasonal dishes,
and craft cocktails down at the waterfront at
SOLSTICE. The patio is for well-behaved dogs
as it can be a little crowded but the food is
well worth it.
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Treat yourself
You will probably get lost for quite some time
in the endless selection of handmade goodies
at CHEMISTRY JEWELRY. Good thing you can
take your dog with you! R
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Flower retriever
On the fly flower arrangements to make you
melt can be found at LUCY’S INFORMAL
FLOWERS. You’ll also find other locally made
goodies.
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Dog about town
For breakfast and lunch, DOPPIO COFFEE is
centrally located and has a spacious patio
right on Oak street. A great place to people
and dog watch.
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Golden ret-reefer

Get wines from around the world at SUNSHINE
WINES. Be sure to announce that you’re
bringing your dog in because there is a shy
resident dog. R
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Sexy Westie
Find top brands in clothing, sleepwear, bath
and body, and of course, lingerie at LAUREL
AND EDDIE.
Bark if you’re thirsty
A family owned winery bringing you pure,
natural wines, CERULEAN is sure to be a relaxing
and decadent stop on your tour through Hood
River. R
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Book dog
Find the perfect book at WAUCOMA BOOKSTORE
and bring your doggy along for the journey.
Another day at the paw-ffice
Despite the name, HOOD RIVER STATIONERS
has a lot more than just stationary supplies.
Get lost in the endless supply of cute cards,
home supplies, gifts, and more.
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Roll over for gifts
Silly socks, local goodies, Hood River swag, and
more! If you need a souvenir or momento of
your time in Hood River, be sure to shop at THE
GIFT HOUSE.
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FOOTWISE has been supplying Hood River
with top brands in footwear for more than
30 years. Get your dogs opinion on your next
shoe purchase.
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Don’t stop retrievin’
Owned by 2 avid cyclists, MOUNTAIN VIEW
CYCLES has been fulfilling your cycling needs
for over 15 years. Very fido friendly so come
on in!
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Shoe-huahua

“I love GORGE DOG. Since I can reach every
shelf, I get to pick my own snacks, as long
as I can control my drool.”
-Kenai
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“I love it at NAKED WINERY, I get all the pets
and loves. Not to mention the
fish crackers I generously
pick up for the hoomans.”
-Olive

Good vibes only at the OAK STREET PUB
where the outside area is even bigger than
the inside. Enjoy a beautiful evening on the
patio with good drinks, good people, and
good dogs.
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Pawty at the pub
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Bring the whole pack
Shop great children’s and maternity clothes at
LUCKY LITTLES. Bring your fur baby and make
it a family affair.
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A place for fit and adventurous women,
MELIKA offers a range of unique swimwear
and sports clothing and everything is made
in the USA! R

The only place to find Pacifica beauty products
and tons of other gift items is PACIFICA GIFTS.
You will encounter a unique selection of items
you can’t get anywhere else in town.
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THIS BUSINESS
HAS
A RESIDENT DOG

HUMAN
STORE

Water dog

It’s a wonder-fur world
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Feel like a puppy again
G. WILLIKER’S is the beloved toy shop of Hood
River. For those who don’t have a child to shop
for, stock up on bulk candies and feel like a kid
again strolling around town with your bag of
candy.
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“MYLAN WINES is my fave place to hang out
with my mommy and daddy.
While they enjoy the local and
international selection of wines,
I can hang out and enjoy the
cool artwork! - Remy

Ladies looking to improve their style with the
fur baby in tow need to check out PARTS AND
LABOR. This little boutique has the latest
styles and an adorable resident dog. R
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You look fetching
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The Great Dane Outdoors
Adventure Supplies for humans in a pet friendly
environment. Prepare for your many outdoor
days with your pup at SHORTT SUPPLY. R
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Fur’real adorbs
Tucked right next to the Hood River hotel is the
DARLING BOUTIQUE where the only thing cuter
than the stuff in the shop is the Cavalier King
Charles in a kissing booth. This has to be the most
adorable place in town. R

Want to feel like you’re doing some good
while day drinking? UPSIDEDOWN WINES
donates 20% of their proceeds to their partner
charity organizations. Puppers are welcomed
with enthusiasm.
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Looking for brunch with your pooch? Head
over to BRODER ØST and enjoy delicious food
on their quaint patio.
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Thank you fur caring
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FRESHIES is a bagel-lovers dream! Customize
your breakfast experience with a huge selection
of delicious bagel goodness and fresh juices.
Your pup has a water bowl while waiting for you
to order and ample patio space to chill once
you’ve returned to them.
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Pure-bread

Bring up to 2 dogs and stay in the most
pet friendly and centrally located hotel
in Hood River.
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Columbia Gorge Veterinary
Clinic

This map is brought to you by community
members of Hood River, Oregon and Barkpacker.
Please only take one.

Receive the best care for your animals in
the only centrally located pet clinic.

Transportation

Trying to reach anywhere on the map
(and beyond) but don’t want to walk?
The PEDICAB is the number one pet
friendly transportation of Hood River.
Text or call Matty Green at (541) 714-3130
or reserve online up to 2 hours before
at hoodriverpedicab.com/reservations.

If you’d like to see a map in your area,
contact barkpacker@gmail.com
www.barkpacker.com

